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a b s t r a c t
INTRODUCTION: There is growing evidence on the efficacy of gait robotic rehabilitation in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS), but most 
of the studies have focused on gait parameters. Moreover, clear indications on the clinical use of robotics still lack. as part of the cicEroNE 
italian consensus on robotic rehabilitation, the aim of this systematic review was to investigate the existing evidence concerning the role of 
lower limb robotic rehabilitation in improving functional recovery in patients with Ms.
EVidENcE acQuisitioN: We searched for and systematically reviewed evidence-based studies on gait robotic rehabilitation in Ms, between 
January 1st, 2010 and december 31st, 2020, in the following databases: cochrane library, pEdro, pubMed and Google scholar. the study quality 
was assessed by the 16-item assessment of multiple systematic reviews 2 (aMstar 2) and the 10-item pEdro scale for the other research studies.
EVidENcE syNthEsis: after an accurate screening, only 17 papers were included in the review, and most of them (13 rct) had a level ii 
evidence. Most of the studies used the Lokomat as a grounded robotic device, two investigated the efficacy of end-effectors and two powered 
exoskeletons. Generally speaking, robotic treatment has beneficial effects on gait speed, endurance and balance with comparable outcomes to 
those of conventional treatments. however, in more severe patients (Edss >6), robotics leads to better functional outcomes. Notably, after gait 
training with robotics (especially when coupled to virtual reality) Ms patients also reach better non-motor outcomes, including spasticity, fa-
tigue, pain, psychological well-being and quality of life. unfortunately, no clinical indications emerge on the treatment protocols.
CONCLUSIONS: The present comprehensive systematic review highlights the potential beneficial role on functional outcomes of the lower limb 
robotic devices in people with Ms. future studies are warranted to evaluate the role of robotics not only for walking and balance outcomes, but also 
for other gait-training-related benefits, to identify appropriate outcome measures related to a specific subgroup of MS subjects’ disease severity.
(Cite this article as: calabrò rs, cassio a, Mazzoli d, andrenelli E, bizzarini E, campanini i, et al.; italian consensus conference on robotics in 
Neurorehabilitation (cicEroNE). What does evidence tell us about the use of gait robotic devices in patients with multiple sclerosis? a compre-
hensive systematic review on functional outcomes and clinical recommendations. Eur J phys rehabil Med 2021;57:841-9. doi: 10.23736/s1973-
9087.21.06915-X)
Key words: Gait; rehabilitation; robotics; lower extremity; Multiple sclerosis.

Introduction

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic inflammatory dis-
ease of the central nervous system (cNs), which 

causes demyelination and neurodegeneration. Ms is often 
correlated with progressive disability and, in a high per-
centage of patients (75-85%) gait impairment is the main 
concern.1 Even though walking difficulties are more prev-
alent in the chronic phase of the disease, subtle changes of 
gait parameters may be detectable even in the early phase.1

The Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), first pro-
posed by Kurtzke in 1983, classifies the degree of disability 
in Ms patients.2 This scale quantifies disability in 8 differ-
ent systems, including pyramidal, cerebellar, visual, per-
ceptual, cognitive, visceral, cerebral and brainstem level, 
and further classifies patients based on their residual deam-
bulatory ability. Indeed, a score up to 3.5 defines a mild to 
moderate impairment of functional autonomy, whilst scores 
>7.5 identifies severe disability, up to patients bound on
the wheelchair or bedridden. it is recognized that the dis-
tance walked by a patient with Ms gradually diminishes as
the illness progresses. Specifically, the gait of MS patients
shows reduced speed, stride length and resistance as well
as an increase in time spent in the double support phase.1, 2

physiotherapy treatments focusing on gait training have 
generally proven beneficial and effective in improving gait 
and mobility as well as reducing the risk of a fall. in patients 
with more severe gait disabilities, however, overground 
walking training becomes difficult or even impossible.3 
More recently, the medical community has employed new 

approaches to gait training, which are based either on neu-
roplasticity, high-intensity training with a high number of 
task-oriented repetitions, or on robotics.4 initially, a body-
weight-supported treadmill (bWst) was used for these 
newer types of training treatments. later, motorized robotic 
systems associated with treadmill and bWst were devel-
oped. this type of approach, which reduces the strain on 
physiotherapists, is referred to as robotic-assisted gait train-
ing (raGt).5

furthermore, robotic exoskeletons have been developed 
in the past few years, to assist with lower limb gait move-
ments and train overground (EaGt). these powered exo-
skeletons are used for either neurorehabilitation or as assis-
tive devices.6 robotic training can increase the length, in-
tensity, and the number of physiotherapy sessions, improv-
ing functional outcomes in neurological patients and re-
ducing therapist burden and potentially healthcare costs.7, 8

Rationale and aim

There is growing evidence on the efficacy of RAGT in MS 
patients, but most of the studies have focused on gait parame-
ters.9 indeed, most studies on this patient population showed 
significant effects of stationary RAGT for walking speed and 
endurance, balance as well as quality of life4, 5, 9 some works 
suggested superior clinical effects of raGt with conven-
tional treatment in more severe Ms, but evidence is incon-
sistent.4 Moreover, clear indications on the clinical use of 
robotics in the rehabilitation of lower limb still lack.

the aim of this review was to investigate the existing 
evidence concerning the role of robotic rehabilitation in 
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a.c.) using predetermined criteria. in case of disagree-
ment, an independent reviewer fixed the problem (D.B.). 
Reviewers identified information, treatment recommenda-
tions and their level of evidence/grade of recommenda-
tions (when available). Moreover, each paper was checked 
for the year, edition, country, national/international and in-
formation contained. as this was intended only as a com-
prehensive review, we did not perform a metanalysis of 
the data.

Study quality assessment

the study quality was assessed by the 16-item assessment 
of multiple systematic reviews 2 (aMstar 2) and the 10-
item pEdro scale for the other research studies. four dif-
ferent authors rated the studies included in this systematic 
review. Moreover, based on the oxford center for Evi-
dence-based (ocEbM) 2011 levels of Evidence, system-
atic reviews were given level i, rct level ii, and parallel 
group, controlled trials level iii. case series, which have a 
level iV, were not considered.10

Evidence synthesis

After a first screening of 286 articles, a total of 35 pub-
lished papers were selected, and from these 17 met the in-
clusion criteria and were analyzed (figure 1). it was found 

improving lower limb functional recovery in patients with 
Ms. in detail, following the cicEroNE consensus sug-
gestions, we aimed at evaluating:

• 1) the scientific evidence regarding the effects of 
robot-assisted rehabilitation on walking disorders and on 
the recovery of the lower limb in adults with MS, defining:

• a) which types of devices are used and in which 
categories of patients;

• b) what are the treatment protocols (duration, num-
ber of sessions, frequency, etc.);

• c) what are the possible therapeutic approaches 
combined to the robot- assisted treatment and the com-
parison treatments;

• d) what are the treatment outcomes / objectives, be-
sides gait and balance;

• 2) the level of evidence regarding the effects of ro-
bot-assisted rehabilitation on walking disorders and on the 
recovery of the lower limb in adults with Ms.

We also sought to give some evidence-based recom-
mendations for the use of the main lower limb devices in 
the clinical settings.

Evidence acquisition

Search strategy

several searches were performed on the following data-
bases: cochrane library, pEdro, pubMed and Google 
scholar, using the following key words: “robotic reha-
bilitation” and/or “end effector”; “exoskeleton” and/or 
“neurorehabilitation” and/or “functional outcomes” or 
“raGt” or “lokomat,” and/or “pain” and/or “spasticity” 
combined with the expression “multiple sclerosis.”

Inclusion/exclusion criteria and paper analysis

We included all of the systematic reviews, randomized 
clinical trials (rct) and pilot studies published between 
January 1st, 2010 and december 31st, 2020 referring to 
Ms rehabilitation using robotics. to be included, papers 
should deal with robotic devices (with or without Vr 
or BWS), being a robot defined as “a re-programmable, 
multi-functional manipulator designed to move material, 
parts, or specialized devices through variable programmed 
motions to accomplish a task thanks to a peripheral feed-
back.” indeed, studies with other kinds of electromedical 
devices were excluded. different functional outcomes, in-
cluding spasticity and pain, were considered.

titles and abstracts were screened and full-text papers 
reviewed independently by two reviewers (r.s.c. and Figure 1.—PRISMA flow diagram for study selection.
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residual ambulation capacity, given that the higher Edss 
score was 7.5.

Nine rct13, 16-19, 23-26 and both literature reviews11, 12 
compared the efficacy of RAGT treatments with the con-
ventional overground gait training (cGt). an rct21 com-
pared raGt with either gait training on a treadmill (tt), 
or gait training using a tt with bWst (tt-bWst). two 
rct14, 22 compared raGt treatment with the use of 
raGt and virtual reality (Vr) in conjunction. lastly, one 
rct study15 compared raGt with the sensory integra-
tion Balance Training (SIBT). The efficacy of overground 
exoskeletons was either compared with cGt,20 or inves-
tigated separately by using a single-group pilot study.27 
the Vr and sibt were combined with the robot assisted 
treatment, whereas cGt and tt or tt-bWst were really 
comparison treatments, as they did not use robotics.

in the studies dealing with raGt (using either the lo-
komat or the reha stim), the effective duration of treat-
ment was 30-40 mins per session. the number of sessions 
per week ranged from 2 to 5, depending on the study. 
the total length of treatment ranged between 3-8 weeks, 
with a maximum length of 18 weeks, reported only by 
one study. the length and duration of EaGt and raGt 
treatments were comparable. the duration of the robotic 
training was longer in the case of the exoskeleton Keeogo, 
since it can be executed at home. in fact, the patient can 
wear the device for the entire day and remove it during 
daily activities and during sleep. in some studies, a robotic 
treatment was administered in conjunction with conven-
tional treatment.13, 14, 16, 17, 25 in all of these studies, the type 
of conventional training was based on muscle exercises 

that the 12 excluded articles were not relevant, as they in-
vestigated only treadmill treatments, telerehabilitation, or 
virtual reality treatments. among the 17 selected articles, 
two are reviews of the literature,11, 12 13 are rct,13-26 and 
one27 single group-pilot study. two of the included rct, 
were only accessible as abstracts,22, 26 but with sufficient 
data to be considered in this review. concerning the evi-
dence level, level i was assigned only to the two reviews, 
level ii to the 13 rct, and level iii to the single group-
pilot study.

the sample size of the selected rct ranges from 10 to 72 
patients, with a median of 32. the two reviews respective-
ly include 309 patients from nine studies, and 205 patients 
from seven studies.11, 12 the studies investigated various 
kinds of robotic devices. firstly, 13 of them11-14, 17-19, 21-26 
investigated raGt (and all of them with the lokomat de-
vice), where robotic assistance is applied to the hip and the 
knee, in conjunction with a treadmill. two studies15, 16 in-
vestigated raGt using an end-effector (i.e. a device con-
trolling the distal part of the lower limb with a mobile plat-
form). one study20 evaluated the Keeogo, an overground 
exoskeleton attached to the pelvis and to both lower limbs, 
assisting the hip and the knee robotically, and allowing the 
patients to wear their habitual leg-foot orthosis. lastly, a 
study27 investigated the EKso-Gt exoskeleton.

the patients included in the studies presented with 
moderate to severe ambulation disability. in only two stud-
ies the minimal Edss score was 1.5 to 3.5, identifying a 
low disability ambulation level. in the other studies the 
minimal Edss score was 4 to 6. Generally speaking, the 
patients included in the review had almost at least minimal 

Table I.—� Outcome measures assessed in each of the articles selected for this work.11-27

outcome measure research articles
reference number 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
Gait speed X X X X X X X X X X X
Gait resistance X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Motor skills X X X X X X X X X X X X
balance X X X X X X X X X
functional autonomy X X X X
spasticity X X X X
fatigue X X X
disability X X X X
Quality of life X X X X X
depression X X
Kinematic parameters X X X X X
Muscular strength X X
Energy expenditure X
activity level X
pain X
cognitive abilities X X
X: the study has assessed that specific outcome variable.
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ments were equally effective in improving outcome mea-
sures. No superiority of robotic treatment with raGt was 
found over bWstt alone (20). raGt treatments with 
lokomat/reha stim in conjunction with Vr show to have 
an additional benefit, as they improve cognitive outcomes 
as well.14, 22, 25

lastly, follow-up measurements showed that the ben-
efits of the various treatments were still present one month 
and three months after the treatments. on the other hand, 
the studies with follow-up measurement after six months 
highlighted that the treatments have no long-term positive 
effects.13, 15, 22, 26

Discussion

This is the first time ever that a review has comprehen-
sively investigated all of the main functional outcomes 
related to the lower limb after treatment with gait robotic 
devices. indeed, most of the published systematic reviews 
have mainly focused on gait and balance,9, 11, 12 oversee-
ing other important aspects following robotic neuroreha-
bilitation.

according to the existing data,9, 12 our work demon-
strates that training with robotic devices, such as lokomat 
or Reha-Stim, is feasible and significantly effective in MS 
patients and has shown the potential to improve gait speed, 
gait endurance and balance. recovery of walking contin-
ues to be the primary goal for individuals with neurologi-
cal deficits, including MS, and a contributing factor to the 
quality of life. therefore, relearning to walk is considered 
a major goal during neurorehabilitation. although the op-
timal therapeutic intervention to achieve full recovery of 
gait remains unknown, any rehabilitation effort intended 
to drive changes toward motor recovery should incorpo-
rate principles of neuroplasticity. this is the reason why, in 
the last years, we have witnessed a growing development 
and use of robotics in the rehab field, as it is able to train 
the patients in an intensive, repetitive and task-oriented 
manner so as to boost neural plasticity.5, 28

in their systematic review, bowman et al.9 have found 
that raGt improves balance and gait outcomes in a 
clinically meaningful way in the Ms population. raGt 
seemed more effective if compared to unspecific rehabili-
tation, while it showed similar effects when compared to 
specific balance and gait training in studies with level II 
evidence. the review by yeah et al. showed comparable 
improvement in primary outcomes, including gait speed, 
gait endurance, stride length and balance as well ambula-
tion between raGt and conventional walking training in 
people with Ms. differently from our work, yeah et al. 

without overground gait training, and associated with ad-
ditional approaches, such as hippotherapy,13 occupational 
therapy,13, 16, 17 hydrotherapy,13, 17 or cognitive neuropsy-
chological treatments.13, 16

several outcome measures were evaluated in the studies 
selected (table i) (supplementary digital Material 1: sup-
plementary table i, supplementary table ii),11-27 being 
gait speed and endurance the most used. raGt, with re-
gard to the Lokomat, has proven feasible and significantly 
effective, especially in Ms patients presenting with severe 
disability (Edss 6-7.5), and have shown the potential in 
improving gait speed and endurance,11, 13, 19, 25 as well as 
increasing muscular strength.13 in patients with a similar 
degree of disability, training with the end effector reha 
stim was also effective, and resulted in increased gait en-
durance, reduced spasticity and effort with a consequent 
improvement in autonomy in adls.16

Exoskeleton treatment with Keoogo was tested on pa-
tients with moderate gait impairment (Edss <6.5), and it 
showed to be effective in improving gait resistance and 
in reducing the time needed to climb up the stairs. on the 
other hand, it had no impact on the total physical effort, 
measured in the number of steps/daily, or on the dynamic 
motor skills.20 over-ground exoskeleton treatment, tested 
on patients with EDSS of 6-7.5, was instead significantly 
effective in improving walking speed on short distances 
and in reducing energy expenditure.27

conventional over-ground walking high-intensity train-
ing was particularly effective in improving most of the 
temporal parameters of walking.11, 17, 19 therefore, the 
conclusions from these latter rct studies and from one of 
the two reviews11 were that RAGT treatment has beneficial 
effects on gait parameters and endurance which are com-
parable to those of conventional treatments.11, 18, 19 the 
improvements in gait speed and endurance were slightly 
more pronounced following raGt treatments, but the 
comparison with conventional treatments did not yield 
significant differences. The other included review instead 
concluded that robotic training is always more effective in 
improving gait endurance compared to more conventional 
treatments, but the results are not considered sufficient to 
make significant clinical conclusions.12 in general, the data 
tends to show that RAGT treatments seem more beneficial 
in patients with a more severe degree of disability (Edss 
6-7.5),11, 13, 16 while traditional treatments seem more ben-
eficial in patients with a less severe degree of disability as 
well as a higher walking speed.17

When comparing bWstt and raGt in conjunction 
with treadmill gait training (bWstt-raGt), both treat-
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creasing the patient’s engagement and embodiment.31 as 
regards the studies investigated in our review, the combi-
nation of robotics with Vr was linked with additional ben-
efits on cognitive functions and balance of patients with 
Ms (level of Evidence: ii).

Notably, the benefits associated with these types of ro-
botic treatments (especially when coupled to Vr) are not 
strictly related to motor ambulation skills or energy expen-
diture, but also have positive effects on autonomy, spas-
ticity, fatigue, well-being, cognition and quality of life in 
patients with Ms. for this reason, it is always recommend-
ed to employ measurement scales, which assess these pa-
rameters, when administering a targeted treatment plan.33 
While for stroke there are some recommendations for the 
clinical use of robotic rehabilitation,33 clear indications 
for Ms are scarce. the studies we reviewed use heteroge-
neous scales or instrumental measurements: the gait speed 
(10MWs, t25fW, 20MWt, cm/s on treadmill, 3mWs); 
endurance (6mWt, 2mWt, 3mWt); motor ability (tuG/
rMi/fac); balance (bbs/abc/sot/sa/tbs); disabil-
ity (fiM/mbi); spasticity (mas/sEa); fatigue (fss, WE 
bei MS); specific disability levels (EDSS); quality of life 
(MsQol-54, sf36, Vas, EQ-5d, raNd-36, phQ9); de-
pression (hrsd); kinematic parameters of the path (step 
length, single support time, double support time); hip/knee 
muscle strength (instrumental with robot); energy expendi-
ture (Vo2 peak); the level of activity (MEts); pain (Nrs); 
cognitive skills (copE, pasat, pft, rbMt, dsymb). 
however, there are no recommendations for an essential 
core set that allows to have a homogeneous description of 
the raGt functional outcomes in patients with Ms. as 
chee et al. found that at each point-increase in Edss cor-
responds a reduction of speed and an increase of the risk 
of falling by 18%,34 the tool could also be used to partially 
address this issue.

it is noteworthy that from the analysis of the recent liter-
ature on the topic there is no evidence of additional benefits 
from robotic devices when compared to gait conventional 
treatments, including over-ground walking (level of Evi-
dence: i) or treadmill training (with or without bWstt) 
(level of Evidence: ii). however, this data refers to the 
whole Ms population, without taking into consideration 
the disability level. When the patients’ walking abilities 
are less impaired, overground gait training is preferred, 
especially if using high-intensity treatments. indeed, treat-
ment with robotic devices is advantageous when adminis-
tered to the patients with a greater degree of disability and 
worse gait impairments (i.e. Edss 6-7.5). this is in line 
with the work by Morone et al., indicating how patients 

mainly focused on gait parameters and performed a meta-
nalysis with pooled data involving 312 patients. a recent 
systematic review with meta-analyses and meta-regres-
sions suggested that RAGT was not significantly more ef-
fective than cGt to train walking in people in Ms.11 how-
ever, this work included a low number of studies (as it did 
not use a comprehensive approach as we did in our work) 
with a low variability of disabilities at baseline.

Although it is not possible to reach firm conclusion 
on the effect, robotics has several advantages in terms of 
patient motor assistance, intensity of training, safety, and 
the possibility to combine other therapeutic approaches. 
Moreover, even if not all of the patients undergoing robot-
ics might improve gait and balance, they may benefit from 
this type of training regarding non-motor outcomes, includ-
ing spasticity.29 Notably, better improvements in spasticity 
have been demonstrated when robotics is coupled with 
drugs acting as neuromodulators, including nabiximols.30 
this further demonstrates how combined approaches (i.e. 
robotics plus drugs, Vr, conventional training, non-inva-
sive neuromodulation, and other cues including music) are 
more able to potentiate neural plasticity maybe through a 
sort of a paired associative stimulation. our comprehen-
sive review found improvement in several types of non-
motor outcomes, including pain, fatigue, depression, and 
quality of life. yeah et al.4 found that after the intervention 
individuals receiving raGt felt less fatigue and spasticity 
than those undergoing conventional training. Nonetheless, 
this systematic review has evaluated neither cognitive and 
behavioral outcomes nor the relationship between the out-
comes and the disability level, differently from our work.

the positive effects of robotics on non-motor outcomes 
agree with the data coming from patients affected by 
stroke.31 indeed, EaGt has been demonstrated to have 
better outcomes than conventional training in constipa-
tion, mood, and coping strategies (with regard to social 
support), as well as in the perception of quality of life. as 
constipation is a serious problem in Ms patients with mod-
erate-severe disability, it would be interesting to evaluate if 
this symptom would improve in such patients after robotic 
training. What is more, several studies are demonstrating 
the psychological and cognitive effects of post-robotic 
training, especially when the device is associated with 
Vr.32 Vr can be used to provide the patient with repeti-
tive, task-specific training that, thanks to the multisensory 
feedback, and can potentiate the use-dependent plasticity 
processes within the sensory-motor cortex, thus promot-
ing/enhancing functional motor recovery. the tool enables 
the patient to perceive the environment as real, then in-
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it has been found that exercise is safe and effective, this 
has become a cornerstone of Ms rehabilitation and may 
have even more fundamental benefits in MS.37 Nonethe-
less, fatigue related to raGt has been poorly investigated 
and preliminary data are encouraging, demonstrating how 
this symptom improves after robotic treatment.14-17-24 for 
a better application of RAGT in clinical practice, specific 
protocols targeting this important issue and with higher 
involvement of the patients are necessary. indeed, it has 
been shown that neurorehabilitation using innovative tech-
nologies can be useful for the commitment and motivation 
during the rehabilitation process, with possible positive 
effects on the functional and psychological outcomes of 
patients with Ms.38

importantly, while patients included in randomized 
controlled interventional trials have to fulfill many inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria, data coming from real clinical 
settings are welcomed. to this end, the artic network 
(an international group of diverse, clinically renowned 
centers whose goal is to advance the science of rehabilita-
tion robotics) is evaluating the use of robotics (with regard 
to the lokomat) in the real neurorehabilitation environ-
ment.39 this network offers a unique opportunity to inves-
tigate the implementation, application, and effectiveness 
of rehabilitation technologies, proposing a valuable cue 
for clinical recommendations. indeed, variation in prac-
tice among artic members together with collection of 
common data and outcome measurements will enable the 
group to draw strong, generalizable conclusions. further 
goals include establishing standardized treatment proto-
cols and increasing medical and governmental acceptance 
of robotic therapy.

finally, concerning long term outcomes, there is no 
comparison from treatment protocols although the benefi-
cial effects of a high-intensity training tend to disappear 
at the follow-up period. about that, it is recommended to 
train patients regularly, i.e. every three or six months to 
maintain the gained robotic after-effects.

Limitations of the study

the systematic review had some limitations: the lack of 
risk of bias analysis, the wide variability in terms of ro-
botic devices, of the training protocols, and of the outcome 
measures assessed. the studies included in this compre-
hensive review have several limitations too, including the 
small sample sizes, the lack of a control group and the lack 
of long-term follow up evaluations. Moreover, a metanaly-
sis of the included studies was not performed and this pre-
vent us from making interpretations on the magnitude of 

with stroke may benefit from robotics depending on their 
disability level.35 based on the available literature data, to 
provide clinicians with practical indications about the use 
of robotics in clinical settings, we believe that different 
training with different approaches and kinds of devices 
should be used in the different stages of the disease, as 
per patients’ Edss. indeed, according to principles of neu-
rosciences, walking training should be done in the most 
physiological possible way. the more the severity of the 
subject affected by Ms, the more the assistance and the 
constraint level provided by the robot/device, as shown in 
figure 2. We have to specify that Edss was the proposed 
method of quantifying disability of Ms and monitoring 
changes in the level of disability over time, as it is widely 
used in clinical trials and also in clinical settings. indeed, 
other useful scales, such as the 6MWt, can be used to as-
sess a single outcome measure, whereas Edss investigate 
different systems (including bowel and bladder problems) 
and it may provide a better relationship between raGt 
and global functional outcome (as per aim of this review).

on the other hand, it has been demonstrated that raGt 
was not superior to ct in improving gait speed in patients 
with progressive Ms and severe gait disabilities where a 
positive, even transitory, effect of rehabilitation was ob-
served.36 this is why studies with more homogeneous 
samples (i.e. with the same type of sM and comparable 
disability level) are needed.

as the studies we reviewed used different treatment pro-
tocols, it is not possible to recommend a specific treatment 
duration, number of sessions and frequency. for many 
years, exercise was controversial in patients with Ms and 
thought to exacerbate symptoms and fatigue. however, as 

figure 2.—theoretical schema combining the patient’s level of ability 
defined by EDSS with the best possible solution in terms of walking 
training and machine constriction.
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to equal intensity of over-ground rehabilitation in patients with multiple 
sclerosis. Neurorehabil Neural repair 2012;26:212–21. 
18. schwartz i, sajin a, Moreh E, fisher i, Neeb M, forest a, et al. ro-
bot-assisted gait training in multiple sclerosis patients: a randomized trial. 
Mult scler 2012;18:881–90. 
19. straudi s, Manfredini f, lamberti N, Martinuzzi c, Maietti E, basa-
glia N. robot-assisted gait training is not superior to intensive overground 
walking in multiple sclerosis with severe disability (the raGtiME 
study): a randomized controlled trial. Mult scler 2020;26:716–24. 
20. McGibbon ca, sexton a, Jayaraman a, deems-dluhy s, Gryfe p, 
Novak a, et al. Evaluation of the Keeogo exoskeleton for assisting ambu-
latory activities in people with multiple sclerosis: an open-label, random-
ized, cross-over trial. J Neuroeng rehabil 2018;15:117. 
21. lo ac, triche EW. improving gait in multiple sclerosis using robot-
assisted, body weight supported treadmill training. Neurorehabil Neural 
repair 2008;22:661–71. 
22. Munari D, Fonte C, Varalta V, Battistuzzi E, Gandolfi M, Montag-
noli ap, et al. the effects of an innovative combined robot assisted Gait 
Training and Virtual Reality on cognitive impairments and motor deficits 
in patients with multiple sclerosis: a pilot randomized control trial. Mult 
scler J 2018.[Epub ahead of print]
23. straudi s, benedetti MG, Venturini E, Manca M, foti c, basaglia 
N. does robot-assisted gait training ameliorate gait abnormalities in mul-
tiple sclerosis? a pilot randomized-control trial. Neurorehabilitation 
2013;33:555–63. 
24. straudi s, fanciullacci c, Martinuzzi c, pavarelli c, rossi b, chisari 
c, et al. the effects of robot-assisted gait training in progressive multiple 
sclerosis: a randomized controlled trial. Mult scler 2016;22:373–84. 
25. russo M, dattola V, de cola Mc, logiudice al, porcari b, cannavò 
a, et al. the role of robotic gait training coupled with virtual reality in 
boosting the rehabilitative outcomes in patients with multiple sclerosis. 
int J rehabil res 2018;41:166–72. 
26. Venturini E, balugani l, Zarattin f, ferraresi G, straudi s, basaglia 
N. the effects of robot-assisted gait training on locomotor function in sub-

improvements found in raGt literature, and whether this 
is approaching thresholds of clinical meaningful change. 
this latter change, however, has been demonstrated by 
other authors concerning gait and balance using a meta-
nalysis of pooled data.9 We have instead comprehensively 
considered all the outcomes following robotic gait train-
ing, showing how patients may benefit from robotic de-
vices independently from their gait and balance recovery. 
a systematic review with metanalysis of non-motor-out-
comes following raGt should be performed in the near 
future.

Conclusions

the present comprehensive systematic review highlights 
the potential beneficial role of lower limb robotic devices 
on functional outcomes in subjects affected by Ms. in 
particular, the robotic training showed similar beneficial 
effects of a matched dose of the standard therapy, with 
greater benefits in patients with a more severe disability. 
clinical heterogeneity of treatment programs and the va-
riety of robot devices could severely affect the generaliz-
ability of the study results. future studies are warranted 
to evaluate the role of raGt not only for walking and 
balance outcomes, but also for other gait-training-related 
benefits, to identify appropriate outcome measures related 
to a specific subgroup of MS subjects’ severity.
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